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Unit 12: ECOLOGY 

Recycling 
 

 
 
New Vocabulary 
landfill 
haulers 
reclaimables 
sludge 
trenches 
 

Specialised  
Vocabulary 
garbage trucks 
recycling centre 
environmental research 
implementing programs 
recyclables 
combustibles 
 

Synonyms  
to pick up = to collect 
garbage = litter, rubbish, 
debris, junk. 
 

Antonyms 
to divert -to redirect 
to  flounder - to succeed 
 

 

 
PREPARING TO READ: What do you consider to be the most urgent 
recycling programme in our country today? Give examples of some 
community recycling programmes and highlight the obvious need of 
their implementation.  
Here’s how recycling works, generally. A community decides to divert 

waste from a landfill. In addition to the regular garbage trucks, new 

haulers with separate compartments must now go out to pick up 

newspapers, beer cans, pickle jars, detergent bottles, and other 

reclaimables. At a recycling centre the materials are further sorted and 

compacted for sale to a manufacturer who makes them into new products. 

Yard trimmings and wooden construction debris-two of the largest 

components of landfills after paper-may be composted at the centre and 

offered directly to consumers. Some private companies pay for dropped-

off recyclables, but most collection is operated or subsidized by local and 

state governments. The pacesetter is Seattle. It recovers 45 percent of its 

waste compared with a 17 percent average for the rest of the country. 

Success is pinned to a “pay as you throw” program: Residents who recycle 

best pay the least for removal of their thrash. […] Pay-as-you-throw can 

be hard to swallow when thrash collection has been a service paid for 

invisibly out of property taxes. Six years ago Florida decided it had no 

choice. Groundwater in the fourth most populated state sometimes sits 

only three feet below the surface, easily affected by pollution from 

landfills. […] Paper, glass, plastic, and metals are sorted and sold. 

Combustibles such as kitchen and yard waste drive a steam-powered 

generator supplying electricity to the centre and 30,000 homes. Other yard 

trimmings are mixed with sludge from a water-treatment plant and 

dumped into 84-yard-long concrete composting trenches. Fans force air 

through the mixture, and clawed machines stir it once a day.  […] “It’s 

fascinating, seeing things come in as junk and go out as landscape cover”, 

said Malcolm Burrow, who makes much from building debris hauled to 

the site. […] But not everyone praises recycling; I heard economic 

arguments against it as well. “Implementing programs is expensive, and 

it’s difficult to sell the materials,” says Lynn Scarlett of the Reason 

Foundation, a Los Angeles think tank. Programs that look promising on 

paper sometimes flounder in practice. In Germany, for example, 

lawmakers were praised in 1991 for requiring manufacturers to recycle 

their packaging – not literally to take it back, but to pay a second party to 

recycle the volume of packaging they were producing. “Implementation of 

the law has been faulty, but the concept of manufacturer responsibility is 

good,” said Bette Fishbein of INFORM, a New York environmental 

research group. “It changed the way German companies think about 

preparing and wrapping their products.” Laundry detergents were made 

more concentrated to fit into smaller boxes, toothpaste tubes were on the 

shelves without boxes, and plastic wrapping was reduced. […] 

 
Noel Grove, “Recycling”, National Geographic, Vol. 186, No 1, July 1994, p. 102-104. 
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Section I 
VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES 
 

I. GUESSING MEANING 
Match the following ten words/phrases with their definitions: landfill, 
divert waste, dropped-off recyclables, pacesetter, pinned, removal, 
groundwater, yard waste, dumped, nitrogen-rich dirt, junk. (See G: C.1) 
Model: landfill = large amounts of waste material that will be buried 

under the earth or the very area of land where waste material is buried 

 

1. something one gets rid of, especially in a place which is not suitable. 

2. to change the direction or purpose of something which is no more necessary. 

3. something which is due to 

4. things that have already been used and that, delivered in special places, can be used again after a 

certain treatment. 

5. unnecessary things from an area outside a building or a garden. 

6. old or useless things, things that do not have much value. 

7. the action of taking something away. 

8. it is found under the ground in soil, rocks. 

9. earth or soil that contains a certain chemical element 

10. somebody who gives a good example so others try to copy and be competitive. 

 

II. MAKE YOUR DICTIONARY.  
1. Give other meanings/uses of the verb dump. They can also be informal, figurative, etc. 
2. Find idioms and phrasal verbs based on the verbs pin, drop. 
3. Explain the phrase pay-as-you-throw as it is used in your text. 
4. Find what there can be associated to thrash from your text or other sources. 
5. Replace think tank with other ecological slogans explaining the context.   
 

III. MAKE YOUR DICTIONARY. SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS 
A. SYNONYMS. Find close synonyms to the following words in the reading text. Use a dictionary 
for more explanations: 

1. flounder is similar in meaning to……………….. 

2. debris is similar in meaning to………………….. 

3. sludge is similar in meaning to………………….. 

4. trenches is similar in meaning to………………… 

5. hauled is similar in meaning to…………………… 

6. plant is similar in meaning to…………………….. 

7. manufacturer is similar in meaning to……………. 

 

B. ANTONYMS. Find close antonyms to the following words in the reading text. Use a dictionary 
for more explanations: 

1. praised is opposite in meaning to…………………….  

2. wrapping is opposite in meaning to…………………. 

3. sorted is opposite in meaning to……………………… 

4. faulty is opposite in meaning to……………………… 

5. concentrated is opposite in meaning to………… 

6. reduced is opposite in meaning to………………. 
7. packaging is opposite in meaning to…………………. 
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Section II  
LANGUAGE FOCUS 

 I. RELATIVE CLAUSES AND REDUCTION. Fill in this table with all the 
adjectives in the sentences below and say which words they are 
describing.  Then replace the adjective with an –ing phrase or a relative 
clause introduced by words such as: which, that, who, where, when, etc. 
You are allowed to make all the necessary changes. (See G: XIII.3.10) 
Model: Yard trimmings are mixed with sludge from a water-treatment 

plant. 

 
 

Adjective/Adjectival function Words described -ing / Relative clauses 

yard 

water-treatment 

trimmings 

plant  

Trimmings coming from yards are mixed 

with sludge from a plant that treats water. 

   

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

   

 

1. New haulers with separate compartments must now go out to pick up newspapers. 

2. Combustibles such as kitchen and yard waste drive a steam-powered generator supplying electricity 

to the center. 

3. She has recently joined INFORM, a New York environmental research group. 

4. They are dumped into 84-yard-long concrete composting trenches. 

5. Yard trimmings and wooden construction debris are two of the largest components of landfills after 

paper. 
 

II. CONTRASTING CLAUSE. Introduce a contrasting clause and make one sentence from two 
with the use of although/though. Make any other necessary changes you need: (See G: XIII.3.6) 
Model: Although recycling is a useful way of solving some ecological issues not everyone praises it. 

1. Recycling is a useful way of solving some ecological issues. But not everyone praises recycling. 

2. The concept of manufacturer responsibility is good. Implementation of the law has been faulty.  

3. Implementing programs is expensive and it’s difficult to sell the materials. There is an urgent need 

of implementing ecological programs in society. 

4. Programs look promising on paper. Sometimes they flounder in practice. 

5. Implementation of the law changed the way German companies think about preparing and wrapping 

their products. It has been faulty. 
 

III. After having formed the contrasting clauses in the exercise above replace although with 
despite/ in spite of . Pay attention to the pattern and make all the changes you need: (See G: 
XIII.3.6) 
1.Although 

+Subject+Verb 

2. Despite +noun 

3. In spite of +-ing 

 

Model: Although recycling is a useful way of solving some ecological issues 

not everyone praises it. 

Despite recycling is a useful way of solving some ecological issues not 

everyone praises it. 

In spite of recycling being a useful way of solving some ecological issues not 

everyone praises it. 
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Section III  
TEXT STRUCTURE 

 I.  FOR/AGAINST PARAGRAPH. Write an argument for/against 
burying waste material in landfills using: at first/firstly/secondly/as a 
result/on the contrary / In addition / therefore / however / on the one 
hand/but on the other hand/furthermore/to sum up/last of all.  
(See G: G, H) 
…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

..…………………………………………………………………………………………………...……

……………………………………………………………………………………………..……………

………………………………………………………………………………….…..……………………

…………….……………………………………………………………………. 

 

II. TEXT ORGANISING. You will listen to four intermingled excerpts about an ecological 
danger. Put them in the right order to make sense of the whole presentation. (See G: C) 
 

Greenpeace demo aver toxic cargoes 
 

1. They arrived off the coast of Cornwall before sailing through the Irish Sea on their way to the 

Sellafield nuclear plant. The shipment of mixed oxide (Mox) nuclear fuel last night neared the end of 

its 10-week-journey from Japan and was set to reach Barrow-in-Furness in Cumbria this morning. As 

the ships reached British waters they were met by boats mobilized by environmental pressure group 

Greenpeace. About 100 protesters, including Jim Corr, of the Irish pop group the Corrs, joined the 

demonstration co-ordinated from Greenpeace’s flagship Rainbow Warrior. 

2. John Large, an independent nuclear analyst, said yesterday: “Mox is an extremely toxic material. 

The flasks they keep it in are extremely robust and BNFL say they have never had a problem. But 

after September 11, the past is no portent for the future. They shoul have reviewed methods of 

transportation.” BNFL yesterday denied that the ship’s passage presented a risk. A spokesman said 

there was no danger of accidental spillage and the ships were well-protected by armd officers from the 

UK atomic Energy Constabulary. He said that Mox did not contain weapons-grade plutonium and it 

would be hard to extract material of any use for making weapons. […]. 

3. A cargo of nuclear fuel sailed into British waters yesterday amid protests and behind a tight security 

curtain thrown up to thwart possible terrorist attacks. Two ships loaded with five tons of reprocessed 

plutonium and uranium were guarded by teams of special armed police. The Pacific Pintail and the 

Pacific Teal were also fitted with naval guns in case extremists attempted to highjack the fuel to use in 

building nuclear weapons. 

4.  Greenpeace nuclear spokesman Shaun Burnie said the protest boats had embarked from Holyhead, 

North Wales, and spread across the Irish Sea to make the demonstration as hard-hitting as possible. 

Corr, who was on board the Rainbow Warrior, later said: “We were here to raise worldwide awareness 

of the terrible dangers of trading nuclear material. 

 

III. After having carefully listened to the excerpts and organized them, summarize the main 
ideas of the report. (See G: XX.B.1) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 


